CROZ d.o.o. (www.croz.net) is a well established software development, system integration and consultancy company with EU-wide aspirations. Now, CROZ is looking to expand its Serbian branch team situated in Belgrade.

We are looking for:

**Junior Java Developer**

We are outpacing competition because:
- our success is built on the absolute commitment to our employees
- our clients are coming from the highest ranks of financial, telco and e-governmental industry
- our consultancy knowledge organically rises from the actual hands-on experience - not from the books only
- we are working on the state-of-the-art software engineering technologies (and improving them too, like Spring or Adobe Flex)
- we are recognized as esteemed partners of the most influential industry players (like IBM or VMware)

You are ready to become one of us if:
- the undergraduate studies you finished (or you are at the brink of finishing them) left you with the gaps in software development knowledge you are itching to fill up quickly
- you are eager to learn the most advanced enterprise software engineering technologies and methodologies of today
- you are acquainted to the basics of Java | HTML | OOAD
- the mix of skills you are ultimately willing to possess roughly corresponds to Java | Spring | HTML | CSS | JavaScript | Ajax | SQL | Apache | Tomcat | Ruby | Groovy | Grails and the like
- your professional approach is based on team playing, loyalty and exquisite work ethics

If you find yourself interested in, please send your CV to the following e-mail address: it.jobs.42@gmail.com